
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Sunday, March 23, 2008 1:26 PM PT 
To: Patrice Moskow – Harvard University 
Cc: rest; reference@gse.harvard.edu; Office of the Israeli Defense Department 
Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Professor Trevor Jones - Economics 
Dept - University of Natal, South Africa; Courtney Portell; Adam L Tucker; The Cow 
- BIG BEN aka The IT's writer; Joyce DeBeers-Rhodes Bursary-Scholarship Mohapi; 
Joe Ash; Brigitte Sylvia Mabandla - South Africa Minister of Justice; Bernard Lazarus 
- Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter 
"The Pig" Lazarus; Dr. Leizer "SAVE ZENA" Molk MD; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; 
Cliff Benn; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of 
"Independance" [sic]; South African Consulate General; sundays@cbsnews.com; 
United States Justice Department; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond 
Invention; Carolyn.dempster@bbc.co.uk; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic 
Alliance - Republic of South Africa; editors@jpost.com; editor@shanghaidaily.com; 
South China Morning Post; Rainwaters; barbarellainfo@yahoo.com; Dr. Laura 
Family; Dr. Paul "Bozo The Clown" Teirstein; Richard C. Levin, President Yale 
University; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; Roger W. Robinson - 
"Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic 
and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior DAAC operative David 
Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral 
Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of Development James A. Baker III 
Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm representing the House of Saud; 
Joey@nbc.com; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of 
the SEC; Joseph A. Greco - Institutional Senior Trader, BRANDES INVESTMENT 
PARTNERS ; Leon Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri 
Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American 
Cartel [DAAC]; kfung@standford.edu; Eliot Spitzer - Former Governor of New York 
State - Former Attorney General of New York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring; 
Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney General; William Clark - Petro Dollar 
Wars; Melissa Rubenstein - US Holocaust Memorial Museum,; GOP - Member 
relations; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; Professor Rabbi Dennis Prager - 
TV-Radio Talk Show Host; Alan M. Dershowitz - Harvard University Law School; 
Jared Stamell Esq - Stamell & Schager, LLP; Maxwell M. Blecher Esq; Kenneth 
Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the New State Bar Association; Kristin 
Pollard; Larry King Live; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest 
Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; Ms Lulama Xingwana - Deputy Minister of 
Minerals and Energy; Mark Gibson - US Holocaust Memorial Museum - Assistant 
Director and Operations Manager, merv@themarkettraders.com; 
60m@cbsnews.com; Sargent Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; 
Oreilly@foxnews.com; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; Valerie 
Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters; King Golden Jr. Esq.; Enid Enga 
Pigors - Office of the Chairman & CEO of Coca Cola; Gerard Arpey - American 
Airlines - President and Chief Operating Officer ; calev@jpost.com; Professor John 
Campbell - Philosophy, Berkley University; Diana Henriques - journalist New York 
Times - Big Jury Award in Injury Case Over Keyboards - December 10, 1996; Allie 
Meyer - WHY WE FIGHT!; Charles Ferguson - Producer-Director-Writer No End In 
Sight; Estela Bravo - Producer FIDEL; Dr. Ruth; Rush Limbaugh; Joyce Kwan - 



nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; JohnStossel@abcnews.com; Joe Vazquez - CBS TV; Fred 
D’Ambrosi – News Director KFMB TV – CBS; Jay O. Light - Dean Harvard Business 
School; Cuban Government; Embassy of Pakistan - Interests Section of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran; Jewish Telegraph Group of Newspapers; Michael Strauss Esq. - 
International Monetary Fund; Michael Lombardi - FBI; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of 
Attorney General; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-
Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential 
candidate; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Thabo Mvuyelwa Mbeki - President of 
South Africa; Author-Journalist Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of 
American Charles Engelhard's estate; Senator@McCain.senate.gov; Mossad; 
President@whitehouse.gov 
Subject: KEEP FORGETING - Tibetan guerrillas - RE: Website Activity 
 
Mr. Moskow, 
 
Did you also get a copy of the “listening” email I sent yesterday to Adam L. Tucker 
who wrote the analysis of the Israeli Military Intelligence report that resulted in him 
with zero Israeli Military Intelligence training, for the umpteenth time failing to 
follow through with my suggestion that he spend his time when not looking for 
female companionship on internet dating websites and in the produce section of 
supermarkets on Sunday morning, collecting the email addresses of each and every 
teacher and professor on the planet and forwarding them my most current heavily 
broadcasted communiqué? 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-
listening.pdf 
 
Instead Mr. Tucker sent me the following ahead of doing his weekly shopping at 
Jimbos, a local health shop: 

 
 



From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Saturday, March 22, 2008 10:29 PM 
To: Gary S Gevisser 
Subject: Movie "Bill CLinton: His Life" 
 

http://video.google.com/googleplayer.swf?docId=-6107885031407830500 
 
Some interesting events… including  
While at Oxford 

• Was a “moocher with no apparent income” 

• Left for 40 day trip to Scandinavia, the soviet union, & Czech 

o Stayed in “the national”, fancy Moscow hotel 

o Prague john copald, friend from Oxford, parents were leaders in communist 

party grandfather founder of Czech communism party 

 

For “sum” [sic] reason Mr. Tucker seems to think that I need to be reminded of the 
most important information I have been providing him over the years beginning 
with De Beers, whose founder Cecil Rhodes envisioned in his first will a “Secret 
Society” which didn’t prevent those executing his ideas from openly supporting 
scholarships such as the Rhodes Scholar and using their price fixed diamond 
currency that is unlimited in supply, untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried 
to also finance their opposition including the communist parties throughout the 
world not just in China which shouldn’t have you distracted to the point that you 
are not able to figure out without me also reminding you of De Beers’ agenda: 
 

Take the money now or open up a taco stand! 

 
Mr. Tucker is a little more familiar than most but not necessarily than any of you 
scholarly types with too much time on your hands of De Beers’ writings including 
their Diamond Invention book written by Hollywood blockbuster author Edward Jay 
Epstein and only available today on the Internet. 
 
Not to mention that Prague is a rather important center for spies on all sides to 
meet including the likes of Mr. Epstein and my long time pal, Roger W. Robinson 
aka “Our Man Roger”, a former most senior National Security Council member 
during the “Being There” President Ronald W. Reagan’s first Administration. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/eepstein-unreliable.htm 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jpollard-ussr.htm 
 
And of course you are very possibly just waking up to the fact that all the rest of 
the world’s capitals are nothing but a smokescreen for all the intelligence sharing 
that takes place in Manhattan, very specifically 47th Street, the world’s intelligence 
gathering as well as money laundering capital and I would know. 
 
Are you as interested as say the FBI, CIA, United States Congress, United States 
Supreme Court and not to forget either Israeli Military Intelligence or the Mossad, 



Israel’s most wired and brutally efficient intelligence institute to the message left on 
my voicemail this past week by a significant diamond money laundering agent of De 
Beers whose immediate family I met on the plane when arriving in the United 
States back on March 17th, 1978, one week shy of my 21st birthday? 
 
Don’t you think it is rather important that at the time this diamond merchant was 
not in the diamond trade? 
 
Don’t you think it is rather important that in addition to carrying with me my 
father’s logbooks from World Oil War II that detailed Bernie Gevisser’s 71 odd 
miraculous missions dive-bombing the crap out of the De Beers Nazi bastards, 
mostly over northern Italy taking out I would hope a good number of those Friars 
who so willingly co-operated with the De Beers Nazis, I was armed with two letters 
of introduction both signed by my father’s first cousin, my uncle Dave Gevisser who 
remains the American head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel. 
 
Not to mention tomorrow is my 51st birthday and although I would prefer gold 
bullion I will accept diamond currency and will immediately journey to both 
diamond money laundering operations here on the main street in downtown heavily 
real estate and city council member corrupt Del Mar, and get the best possible price 
I can. 
 
To mention little of please let me know ASAP whether you would like to be included 
along with members of the intelligence services when I return this rather important 
phone call to this Chicago, Illinois diamond dealer who I have known intimately for 
some 30 years and who was first placed in the all important diamond-money 
laundering-terrorist financing organization by Codiam Inc., De Beers’ most 
significant price fixing operation on US soil who I joined in 1980 after first meeting 
with my uncle Dave and American Charles Engelhard’s one group of American 
lawyers located on Bush Street, San Francisco. 
 
To mention in passing that when listening to the so very friendly message one 
instantly comes away with the distinct impression that this diamond merchant and I 
talk rather regularly. 
 
It is now important for you, your lawyers, your insurance brokers responsible for 
advising you on having “proper and adequate” insurance liability coverage to read 
very carefully one most important section of increasingly edgy EJE’s The Diamond 
Invention, Chapter 18, THE AMERICAN CONSPIRACY: 
 

On August 4, 1974, the Justice Department received information that the "De Beers organization 
is a large contributor to both political parties and should this investigation get to a stage where 
cases were actually filed [the antitrust division] would probably receive much political pressure." 
The informant also disclosed that one major diamond dealer in New York was in "constant 
contact" with Harry Oppenheimer and was somehow relaying to him "information on the 
progress of this antitrust investigation." The diamond dealer in question was further alleged by 
this source to have "arranged the meeting for Harry Oppenheimer with John Kennedy when 



Kennedy was President-elect ... at the Carlyle Hotel," and to have served as an intermediary 
between Oppenheimer and American concerns in a number of deals. 
 
While this group of antitrust lawyers was at work trying to elaborate the criss-crossing web of 
corporate ownership among firms that dominated the distribution and sales of diamond grit, a 
second team of lawyers was actively investigating an alleged conspiracy by De Beers to control 
the market for drilling stones. These industrial diamonds, ten to twenty times the size of abrasive 
grit, are crucially important for drilling for oil and other minerals. A single petroleum drilling bit, 
in which the block-shaped diamonds are inlaid in the metal cutting surface, may require more 
than $20,000 worth of diamonds; and without diamond drill stones, it would be practically 
impossible to drill many offshore and deep oil wells. 

 
Not to mention, don’t you think it is important that teachers and professors when 
teaching all about the United States of America’s sacrosanct Ant-Trust/Anti-
Competition/Ant-Price Fixing laws that such individuals so entrusted in teaching 
stuff like truth and honesty let alone expressions such as, “The rule of Law” that De 
Beers have controlled now for more than a century the entire world’s drilling 
industry. 
 
To mention little of the extraordinary “Money Power” of De Beers that they could 
get away with having the morons educated at our Ivy League as well as Oxford and 
Cambridge Universities believe that just a “nobody” diamond merchant could 
“arrange” a very public meeting in a high profile upper east end hotel such as the 
Carlyle Hotel between the head of the mafia of mafia, Anglo South African Harry 
Oppenheimer and the incoming President of the United States who carries the title 
Commander in Chief of all United States Armed Forces. 
 
To mention in passing how someone like Amanda Lopez a very senior recruiter for 
the US Army-National Guard is not alone in realizing that she too has a fiduciary 
responsibility to inform all those she is recruiting for the United States of America’s 
economic draft of the importance of this so very important and most contrived 
Chapter, bearing in mind that Harry Oppenheimer’s partner, American Charles 
Engelhard was very much alive at the time and was in fact the individual who had 
arranged such a “telling” meeting that was first discussed when John F. Kennedy 
and his wife Jacqueline Kennedy met with Charles Engelhard and Harry 
Oppenheimer at Charles Engelhard’s Camp Chaleur estate across the border in 
Quebec, Canada. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/The%20Atlantic%20Salmon%20Federation.ht
m 
 
Interesting would you also agree that my Royal Mater-Mother, Zena Gevisser who 
was tasked with coming up with a list of people, “Attorney General of the United 
States, Senator Robert F. Kennedy should NOT meet” when he visited with us in 
Durban, South Africa back in June 1966, was also hired by RFK’s “sworn enemy” 
Aristotle Onassis to “protect” Jackie O when Ari married the former first lady quite 
expert at the spreading the Kennedy Clap on October 20th, 1968 on the Greek 
Island of Skorpios. 
 



http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/jpollard-war.htm 
 
Not to mention how my highly “closed lipped” mother would mention about the one 
and only time Jackie O and her met during the signing of the prenuptial agreement 
in a relatively small room where my always very well dressed mother and Jackie 
were the only women present,  
 

“Not a word was spoken between us!” 
 
To mention little of Ari who had financed the assassination of RFK just 3 odd 
months earlier also wanted to marry this big mouth former First lady as much as he 
wanted a Mossad bullet in the back of his head. 
 
To mention in passing can you appreciate why it is even important for first year 
medical students to fully understand that when someone like Stephen Cohen, 
principal of Codiam Inc. uses on a regular basis the word, “Latkes” and trust me it 
is not in the context of a recipe for frying potatoes, such individuals should 
understand that once the world understands its significance they would do well to 
rethink becoming a medical doctor primarily for the money. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/db-Design-Latke.htm 
 
Chapter 13, THE DIAMOND MIND of The Diamond Invention provides a detailed 
account of Harry Oppenheimer, the son of Ernest Oppenheimer, the head of 
DeBeers journeying to New York City in September 1938, one year prior to the 
official commencement of World Oil War II where Harry makes Gerald M. Lauck, 
President of N.W. Ayer, one of the leading advertising agencies, an offer he couldn’t 
refuse. 
 
http://www.edwardjayepstein.com/diamond/chap13.htm 
 
And you would know that when you “rule the roost” there is no need to overpay; on 
the contrary when you make your “taco stand” offer the idea is that you always 
come in with a “low ball” offer. 
 
Right now my highly literate, no-nonsense but full of life artist painter wife Marie 
Dion Gevisser who is seated next to me at our most art and love filled studio cliff 
house located on the beach, on the ever eroding bluffs of Del Mar, is showing me 
some very spectacular photographs a photographer friend of hers took of a popular 
desert shot in Utah and if I weren’t in such a hurry to get in the surf, I would, at a 
very minimum, provide you a hyperlink. 
 
Mr. Tucker, for some reason, thinks that because he is unlikely to benefit from a 
Trust-Hush-Fund that therefore he too can “dilly dally” no different to much more 
corrupted-co-opted Trust-Hush-Funders who just can’t get enough of the fact that 
he is so very distracted when they are singularly focused on their “end game” which 
is to plot, calculate, plot, calculate, plot, calculate ad-infinitum. 
 



Mr. Tucker, fortunately does not represent the world of free thinkers such as very 
skilled and experienced Black South Africans such as Tefo Mohapi who even Mr. 
Tucker seems to forget is still, alive, well and thinking very carefully his next move, 
the same with Tefo’s friends who don’t need to imagine what the United States 
Government’s biological weapons programme developed in conjunction with British 
intelligence and the South African Apartheid Regime meant to their relatives and 
friends during the Apartheid Regime’s most extraordinarily obscene, uninterrupted 
rule of some 45 odd years which ended when “liberal” President Bill “Rhodes-
DeBeers-Scholar-lawyer” Clinton went along with the CIA having South Africa’s 
outgoing President F.W. de Klerk hand over to incoming De Beers’ stooge President 
Nelson Mandela that so well copied STORED CD ROM containing the details of this 
so macabre biological weapons programme that included CIA assassins operating 
freely throughout the world including in places like 47th-Wall Street, Manhattan, 
New York City. 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-%20atucker-
t4getsit.pdf 
 
How do you think people like David Ben Gurion felt when hearing how young Israeli 
soldiers manning the Golan Heights, Israel’s northern border with Syria, had their 
equipment cut off and stuffed in their mouths, “sum” [sic] when still alive during 
the early hours of the 1973Yom Kippur War? 

 
January 1968, Israel. 

 
Do you think Ben Gurion thought it smart to crack jokes such as, “What a way for 
young nice Jewish boys to break the fast?” or do you think he was more 
preoccupied in looking forward to the day when someone such as myself, having so 
very carefully “lined up my ducks” would explain in simple English why it was that 
Israel was still very much at war and that the United States Government, so hell 
bent for some 3 generations in creating the most welfare dependant society in the 
history of the world, remained no “friend” of the Jewish State, just as the heavily 
corrupt 3 Branches of the United States Government was Israel’s principal enemy, 
well prior to the official start of Israel’s War of Independence on May 14th, 1948, 
some 12 days before the Socialist United States Government sanctioned the CIA’s 



support of the South African National-Socialist Party winning the South African 
General Election following the CIA being totally astonished that despite their best 
efforts, the Arab armies that had been massing on Israel’s borders on May 14th, 
hadn’t managed as they had predicated, in a matter of hours to drive each and 
every Israeli who survived the initial onslaught, in to the Mediterranean Sea. 

 

Now, at this very hour, 11:59 AM Pacific Standard Time, with President George W. 
Bush knowing perfectly well it is a grave mistake continuing to delay his call for an 
immediate suspension in the trading of shares in public corporations and thereby 
protect what very little remains of poor, hard working Americans’ wealth as 
increasing numbers of our foreign slave wage earners beginning with the strong 
and so very reliable Mexican laborers picking produce that American kids consider 
beneath them, let alone raise their kids and clean the bathroom toilets without 
thinking of going beyond simply spitting in our food, returning in droves to their 
home countries with the knowledge base that the military bases the US government 
keep on 130 of the 190 countries serve to support the US Government’s illegitimate 
brutal regimes, no different to the, so anti-Christ, so anti-Jewish, so anti-Muslim, so 
anti-Chinese, the abominable South African Apartheid Regime, you may not be 
familiar with either Tefo or Adam L. Tucker but one of the very many truths I am 
revealing in “real time” and as hard as you may try, you cannot get away from, is 
my extraordinary footprint on the Internet that even people like Mr. Tucker who has 
worked closely with me for more than 6 years keeps forgetting until I have to 
remind him. 
 
Tefo, on the other hand, recalls very well how he and I first became acquainted 
when he was researching one of my former multi-billionaire clients Mr. Solly Krok of 
South Africa who offered Tefo an “apprenticeship” with Mr. Krok that all Tefo 
needed to do was to keep his mouth shut and both he and all members of his 
immediate family would have been able to, “Live the life of Riley”. 
 
Do you find it strange that Joey Riley would send a letter of complaint about me to 
my very on-top-of-things wife rather than email Marie Dion Gevisser? 
 
Very possibly as early as this evening I will be following up with President George 
W. Bush and it would be nice if you could fill me in as to what you are thinking. 
 
Today I am going kilt shopping with my so very funny French Canadian wife MDG 
who during lunch yesterday at Barbarella’s in flats of Del Mar, composed the most 



awesome communiqué to her “tTOo” [sic] kids who shouldn’t take any comfort in 
people like Mr. Tucker’s relatively minor distractions, wouldn’t you agree? 
 
In the meantime should you have any ideas about anything in the world including 
how the United States Governments foreign policy in Asia, “In support of our south 
East Asia policy” dovetailed with the South African Apartheid Regime’s fight against 
communism all the way through the Berlin Wall coming down as how to deal with 
passive aggressive kids who won’t pick up their dog’s business #2 and not in the 
least bit concerned about the Del Mar City council fining their Trust-Hush-Funds 
some US$200, please feel free to email me and/or anyone else you see in the 
carbon copy section and should you want to see a sampling of those in the blind 
copy section, don’t also hesitate to ask. 
 
BTW don’t you just love the total transparency of just3ants.com. 
 
By The Way, isn’t it just great that not every intelligent person in the world has 
been co-opted-corrupted by their Trust-Hush-Fund increasingly exposed for what it 
is? 
 
The ocean is pretty calm. There is a guy on one of those standing paddle boards 
just floating. 
 
Beware of still waters! 
 
http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Vengeance.htm 
 
Kgotso-Peace! 
 
Gary S. Gevisser 
 
Ps – Look very closely at the “back and forth” between myself and Codiam Inc. 
beginning on November 11th, 2004 after my very mindful decision to break a 24 
year silence. 
 
http://just3ants.com/emails/debeers/default.shtml 
 
http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/tmohapi-right.htm 
 
Ps I – Do you think I am simply not bright enough to understand the movie, No 
Country For Old Men when the violence seems no different to anything put out by 
very calculating, constantly plotting De Beers Hollywood who for good reason don’t 
touch The Diamond Invention with a 100 foot pole, relying instead on the constant 
plotting, forever calculating and so very talkative next generation of Trust-Hush-
Funders to influence the financially poor and misinformed to join the economic 
draft; such plotters, however, now increasingly finding their “deafening silences” 
being FOREVER, and so BRIGHTLY spotlighted on the Internet. 
 
[Word count 3076] 



 
http://www.mltranslations.org/SouthAfrica/SApamphl.htm 
 
 
 

-----Original Message----- 

From: Patrice Moskow [mailto:moskowpa@gse.harvard.edu]  

Sent: Saturday, March 22, 2008 12:07 PM 

To: Gary S Gevisser 

Subject: Re: TIBETIAN GUERRILLAS - RE: Website Activity - 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/Microsoft%20Word%20-

%20atucker-tibetian.pdf 
 

Thanks for your email. I'm out of the office from 2:00, Monday March 17 through Tuesday, March 25. If 

you need reference assistance, please contact my colleagues in Gutman Research and Instruction at 

617-495-3421 or send email to reference@gse.harvard.edu 


